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BRAND
ZAZU is a Dutch brand developing
products to help children to sleep
better: ‘A little bit more sleep is already
a lot more fun, also for the parents.’

Better sleep for kids
and parents too!
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SLEEPTRAINERS

zazu-kids.com

Teach children
when to stay in bed and
when it’s OK to get up

4

Davy the dog

AGE 3YRS+

Davy the dog

Teaches children when to stay in bed
and when it’s OK to get up

SLEEPTRAINER
WITH NIGHTLIGHT

A compact sleeptrainer, clock and nightlight,
that teaches children when to stay in bed
and when it is OK to get up.
Eyes open and close
Davy’s eyes automatically close at bedtime and
open in the morning when it is ok to get up.
Set at a specific time or by length of nap.
Colour changing display
The LCD screen changes colour to denote
morning or night, 12 stars disappear 1 by 1
counting down the remaining bedtime.
Analogue and digital time
Easy for children to learn and understand time.
Alarm clock
For older children set a separate sound alarm.
Choose from 3 sounds with adjustable volume.

Time to sleep

Just a little longer

OK to get up

Adjustable brightness and auto shut-off
Dimmable nightlight can stay lit continuously
or automatically switch off after 5, 15, 30 or
60 minutes.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
20 x 13 x 11 cm
Packaging
13 x 16 x 22 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply 4x AA batteries not included.
USB cable included. Input 5 V, 500 mA
ZA-DAVY-01
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ZA-DAVY-02

ZA-DAVY-03
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AGE 3YRS+

Sam the sheep

SLEEPTRAINER
WITH NIGHTLIGHT

A compact sleeptrainer, clock and nightlight,
that teaches children when to stay in bed and
when it is OK to get up.
Eyes open and close
Sam’s eyes automatically close at bedtime and
open in the morning when it is ok to get up.
Set at a specific time or by length of nap.
Colour changing display
The LCD screen changes colour to denote
morning or night, 12 stars disappear 1 by 1
counting down the remaining bedtime.
Analogue and digital time
Easy for children to learn and understand time.

Time to sleep

Just a little longer

OK to get up

Alarm clock
For older children set a separate sound alarm.
Choose from 3 sounds with adjustable volume.

zazu-kids.com

Adjustable brightness and auto shut-off
Dimmable nightlight can stay lit continuously
or automatically switch off after 5, 15, 30 or
60 minutes.

Teaches children when to stay in bed
and when it’s OK to get up

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
20 x 12 x 14 cm
Packaging
20 x 12 x 16 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply 4x AA batteries not included.
USB cable included. Input 5 V, 500 mA
ZA-SAM-01
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ZA-SAM-02

ZA-SAM-03
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AGE 0M+

Pam the penguin

The colour of the light will show
your child when to stay in bed and
when it is OK to get up.

SLEEPTRAINER
WITH NIGHTLIGHT AND WIRELESS SPEAKER

A sleeptrainer, nightlight and wireless speaker
in one. Showing children by colour when it
is time to get up and when to stay in bed.
Sleep training
Half an hour before it is OK to wake up,
Pam turns orange. When it is OK to get up,
Pam will turn green.
Wireless speaker
Play unlimited music and stories via
the wireless speaker.
Choose your own colour nightlight
You can choose: multi-colour, blue, red,
turquoise or pink.

Time to sleep

Just a little longer

OK to get up

Continuous light or auto shut-off
Set the 60-minute timer to automatically
switch off after your child has dropped off
to sleep or leave the light on the entire night.

zazu-kids.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
17 x 11 x 11 cm
Packaging
16 x 12 x 19 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply	Rechargeable battery
and USB cable included.
ZA-PAM-01
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ZA-PAM-02

ZA-PAM-03
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AGE 3YRS+

Bobby the bear

SLEEPTRAINER
Teaches children when to stay
in bed and when it’s OK to get up

WITH ALARM CLOCK

A compact sleeptrainer and alarm clock
showing children with his eyes when to stay
in bed and when it is OK to get up.
Eyes open and close
Close Bobby’s eyes at bedtime and they will
open in the morning, when it is OK to get up.
The wake-up time can be set by yourself.
Analogue and digital time
Easy for children to learn and understand.

zazu-kids.com

Alarm clock
For older children or those who prefer
an alarm, use Bobby as an alarmclock
with adjustable volume.
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ZA-BOBBY-01

Time to sleep

OK to get up

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
12 x 12 x 12 cm
Packaging
24 x 12 x 16 cm
Outerbox
12 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply 3x AAA batteries not included.
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NIGHTLIGHTS
Fay the fox

zazu-kids.com

Nightlights to help
soothe and comfort
your little one

14
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AGE 3YRS+

Fay, Rex and Otis

Create a comforting
environment in your
child’s room

WALL LIGHT
WITH AUTO SHUT-OFF

Create a comforting environment in your
child’s room with our smart wall light.The light
is operated by hand gestures and powered
by a large rechargeable battery. Choose one
of the 3 included soft toys to watch over
your child at night.
Operate by hand gestures
The light can be operated by using hand
gestures: Waving, hovering, tapping.
No need to press buttons.

Click your favourite stoft toy
onto the wall light

Adjustable brightness
The brightness of the light is fully adjustable.
Multi colour nightlight
You can choose from: white, orange, red, pink,
blue, turquoise, green, multi-colour.
Automatic shut-off
After 20 or 45 minutes the light can automatically switch off or can stay on all night.
3 Magnetic soft toys included
Click your favourite one on the light.

3

MAGNETIC

SOFT TOYS

zazu-kids.com

INCLUDED

Fay the fox

Rex the racoon
ZA-WALL-01
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Otis the owl

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
30 cm diameter
Packaging
31 x 31 x 5 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply	Rechargeable battery
and USB cable included.
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AGE 0M+

Voice activated nightlight
to help soothe and comfort
your little one

Lou the owl

NIGHTLIGHT
WITH CRY SENSOR

A stylish nightlight with 2 separate lights, that
can be programmed to switch off automatically. The unique cry sensor, will switch the light
back on whenever your little one is crying.
Lights up if your child wakes up
The light of the owl will switch on the warm
glowing light if your child wakes up in
the night.
Timer with auto shut-off
Set the timer to automatically switch off
once your child has dropped off to sleep.
2 Lights in 1
Owl and outer ring are two separate lights.
Use together for a brighter light or separately
for a low glow.
Adjustable brightness
Owl and outer ring are adjustable lights:
choose bright, soft or ambient light.
Easy to check on your children without
disturbing them.

zazu-kids.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
18 x 15 x 7 cm
Packaging
19 x 8 x 19 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply	USB cable included
and 3x AA batteries not included.
ZA-LOU-01
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ZA-LOU-02

ZA-LOU-03
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AGE 0M+

NEW!

Billy the bear

NIGHTLIGHT
WITH CRY SENSOR

A stylish nightlight with 2 separate lights,
that can be programmed to switch off
automatically. The unique cry sensor,
will switch the light back on whenever
your little one is crying.
Lights up if your child wakes up
The light of the bear will switch on the warm
glowing light if your child wakes up in
the night.
Timer with auto shut-off
Set the timer to automatically switch off
once your child has dropped off to sleep.
2 Lights in 1
Bear and outer ring are two separate lights.
Use together for a brighter light or separately
for a low glow.
Adjustable brightness
Bear and outer ring are adjustable lights:
choose bright, soft or ambient light.
Easy to check on your children without
disturbing them.

Use Billy and outer ring together
for a brighter light
or seperately for a low glow

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
18 x 15 x 7 cm
Packaging
19 x 8 x 19 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply	USB cable included
and 3x AA batteries not included.
ZA-BILLY-01
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ZA-BILLY-02

ZA-BILLY-03
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AGE 0M+

Max, Bo and Katie

A playful light to comfort
your child in the dark

SOFT TOY
NIGHTLIGHT
WITH MELODIES

A soft toy nightlight to keep your little
one company during the dark night. The light
module is placed into the belly of the soft toy
to give soft glowing light.
Nightlight
Max, Bo and Katie have a soft glowing light
during the night.
3 different sounds
You can play 3 different songs while falling
asleep: lullabies, lounge and nature sounds.
Two volume settings.

zazu-kids.com

Auto shut-off
The light and music will automatically
shut off after 20 minutes.
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Max the monkey

Bo the bunny

Katie the cat

ZA-MAX-01

ZA-BO-01

ZA-KATIE-01

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
45 x 13 x 13 cm
Packaging
12 x 10 x 24 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply 3x AAA batteries not included.
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AGE 3YRS+

Gina the giraffe

A torch to guide the way
or just to play!

TORCH
AND NIGHTLIGHT
WITH AUTO SHUT-OFF
Gina is a torch and nightlight in one. Use her
as a torch to guide the way or just to play.
At night she watches over your little one
with her soft colourful nightlight.
Torch
Use the torch for reading a book or to find
your way in the room. After 10 minutes the
torch will automatically switch off.
Nightlight
Choose your preferred colour: yellow, orange,
red, pink, blue, turquoise, green.

zazu-kids.com

Auto shut off or continuous
Gina’s nightlight will shut off automatically
after 30 minutes. When powered by USB cable,
the light can stay on the entire night.
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ZA-GINA-01

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
6 x 21 cm
Packaging
8 x 8 x 24 cm
Outerbox
12 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply	Rechargeable battery
and USB cable included.
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AGE 0M+

Fin the sheep

Portable reading light
and nightlight in one

READING LIGHT
AND NIGHTLIGHT WITH AUTO SHUT-OFF

Fin is a reading light and nightlight in one:
bright white light for reading and soft orange
light to fall asleep with.
Adjustable brightness
Two brightness settings: bright white light
and soft orange light.
Automatic shut-off
After 60 minutes the light will automatically
switch off.

zazu-kids.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
17 x 12 x 13 cm
Packaging
15 x 11 x 19 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply	Rechargeable battery
and USB cable included.
ZA-FIN-01
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AGE 0M+

AGE 0M+

Lex, Zack and Elli

TUMBLER LAMP
WITH AUTO SHUT-OFF

These playful tumbler lamps are wonderful
companions for the night: the light will come
ON/OFF simply by giving them a little push.
Powered by a built-in rechargeable battery.
Tumble sensor
Activate or switch off the light simply by
giving it a little push. The light will come
back upright by itself.
Multi colour nightlight
You can choose from: white, orange, red,
pink, blue, turquoise, green and multi-colour.
Automatic shut-off
After 30 minutes the light will automatically
switch off. When powered by USB cable
the light can stay lit the entire night.

zazu-kids.com

Washable plush cover
The plush cover can be handwashed.
Remove the light module beforehand.
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A playful light to comfort
your child in the dark

Lex the lion

Zack the zebra

Elli the elephant

ZA-LEX-01

ZA-ZACK-01

ZA-ELLI-01

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
8 x 18 cm
Packaging
9 x 9 x 19 cm
Outerbox
12 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply	Rechargeable battery
and USB cable included.
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PROJECTORS
Transform your
little one’s room into
a magical scene

zazu-kids.com

Cody the crab

30

Life like underwater world
with swimming fish
31

AGE 0M+

Cody and Otto

OCEAN PROJECTOR
WITH MOVING WAVES AND MELODIES

Turn your little one’s room into a magical
underwater world, with moving waves
and fish swimming around the room,
while listening to relaxing ocean sounds.
3 Step sleep program
Helps your little one to fall asleep by lowering
the animation in 3 steps. The projector will
automatically shut off after 30 minutes.
3 Soothing melodies
Play soothing melodies while falling asleep:
ocean, heartbeat or lullabies.

Recommended by sleep experts

Cry sensor
The projector can automatically activate the
last used settings when your baby starts crying.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 1 Calming your child (0-10 min.)
- Moving waves
-	Lots of swimming fish
- Soothing ocean sounds
STEP 2 Getting sleepy (10-20 min.)
- Moving waves and a few fish
- Lower brightness
- Relaxing underwater bubbles

zazu-kids.com

Life like underwater world
with swimming fish
32

STEP 3 Falling asleep (20-30 min.)
- Non-moving waves
- Lowest brightness
- No sound

Cody the crab

Otto the otter

ZA-CODY-01

ZA-OTTO-01

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product Cody 16 x 20 x 10 cm
Product Otto 25 x 15 x 10 cm
Packaging
21 x 10 x 24 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply 3x AA batteries not included.
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AGE 0M+

Tim the turtle

SUNSET PROJECTOR
WITH MOVING PROJECTION AND MELODIES

Turn your little one’s room into a magical
African sunset. Follow the birds flying around
the room, while listening to soothing
African sounds.
3 Step sleep program
Helps your little one to fall asleep by lowering
the animation in 3 steps. The projector will
automatically shut off after 30 minutes.
3 Soothing melodies
Play soothing melodies while falling asleep:
african sunset, heartbeat or lullabies.

Birds flying
in a sunset sky

Cry sensor
The projector can automatically activate the
last used settings when your baby starts crying.

Recommended by sleep experts
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

0-10 MIN

10-20 MIN

20-30 MIN

STEP 1 Calming your child (0-10 min.)
- Moving sunset sky
-	Lots of flying birds
- Soothing african sunset

NEW!

STEP 2 Getting sleepy (10-20 min.)
- Sun is going down and fewer birds
- Lower brightness
- Relaxing african sunset
STEP 3 Falling asleep (20-30 min.)
- Non-moving sunset sky
- Lowest brightness
- No sound
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Tim the turtle
ZA-TIM-01

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product Tim 17 x 12 x 24 cm
Packaging
17 x 12 x 24 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply 3x AA batteries not included.
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AGE 0M+

Kiki, Ruby, Harry and Leo

STAR PROJECTOR
WITH SOOTHING MELODIES

Transform your room into a magical starry sky,
while playing soothing melodies.
Star projection
Project magical stars on the ceiling
in 4 different colour-modes: orange, blue,
green or multicolour.
3 Soothing melodies
Play soothing melodies while dropping off
to sleep: heartbeat sound, nature sound
or lounge music.
Auto shut-off
The light will automatically shut off after
30 minutes and the music after 15 minutes.
Cry sensor
The projector can automatically activate
the last used settings when your baby
starts crying.

NEW!

zazu-kids.com

Transform your little one’s room
into a magical starry sky
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Leo the lion
ZA-LEO-01

Kiki the kitten

Ruby the rabbit

Harry the hedgehog

ZA-KIKI-01

ZA-RUBY-01

ZA-HARRY-01

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
24 x 14 x 16 cm
Packaging
16 x 20 x 12 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply 3x AA batteries not included.
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AGE 0M+

Wally the whale

Projects magical water drops
on the ceiling

LIGHT PROJECTOR
WITH SOOTHING MELODIES

Wally is projecting water drops onto the
ceiling, while playing relaxing underwater
sounds. Can be mounted onto the crib
with a velcro strap.
Waterdrop projection
Projects water drops on the ceiling
in 4 different colour-modes: red, blue,
green or multicolour.
3 Soothing melodies
Play soothing melodies while falling asleep:
lounge music, ocean- or heartbeat sound.
Auto shut-off
Wally will automatically shut off after
30 minutes.
Cry sensor
The projector can automatically activate the
last used settings when your baby starts crying.

zazu-kids.com

Attach to the crib
Can be attached to the crib.
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ZA-WALLY-01

ZA-WALLY-02

ZA-WALLY-03

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
15 x 9 x 8 cm
Packaging
10 x 10 x 17 cm
Outerbox
16 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply 3x AA batteries not included.
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SOUND MACHINES

Felix the fox

zazu-kids.com

Calm and soothe
your newborn baby by using
different types of sound

40

41

AGE 0M+

SSHHH …SSHHH
Doctor proven technique
to stop babies from crying

Bruno and Phoebe

BABY SLEEP SHUSHER
WITH LIGHT, SOUND AND VOICE RECORDING
Bruno and Phoebe will help your baby to fall
asleep easily: with its soothing nightlight and
choice of 7 different sounds. Including
shushing (SHH....SHHH): a doctor proven
technique to stop babies from crying.
Nightlight
Soothing orange nightlight.
7 Different sounds
Shushing, heartbeat sound, white noise, lounge
music and 3 lullabies.
Voice recording
A 30 second recording option:
record your own song or story.
Choose your own volume
You can set the volume to your preferred level.
Three settings.
Timer with auto shut-off
After 20 minutes the light and sound will
automatically switch off.
Cry sensor
Phoebe and Bruno automatically activate the
last used settings when your baby starts crying.

zazu-kids.com

Velcro loop
Use the velcro loop to hang Phoebe or Bruno
onto the cot, stroller or carseat.
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Bruno the bear

Phoebe the penguin

ZA-BRUNO-01

ZA-PHOEBE-01

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product PH
16 x 10 x 24 cm
Product BR
16 x 10 x 24 cm
Packaging
16 x 14 x 24 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Power supply 3x AAA batteries not included.
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AGE 0M+

A soft companion
to comfort your little one
at home and on-the-go

Felix, Robin and Becky

BABY COMFORTER
WITH HEARTBEAT SOUND

A soft comforting blanket with calming sounds
to take along anywhere you go. Attach your
little one’s pacifier to it so that it will not
get lost.
6 Different sounds
Heartbeat sound, white noise, nature sounds
and 3 soothing lullabies.
Timer with auto shut-off
After 10 minutes the sound will
automatically switch off.
Cry sensor
Automatically reactivates last played
settings when your baby starts crying.
Choose your own volume
You can set the volume to your
preferred level.
Pacifier holder
Attach your pacifier to the blanket with
the velcro strap.

zazu-kids.com

Velcro loop
Use the velcro loop to hang Felix, Robin or
Becky onto the cot, stroller or carseat.
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Felix the fox

Robin the racoon

Becky the bunny

ZA-FELIX-01

ZA-ROBIN-01

ZA-BECKY-01

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
50 x 40 x 10 cm
Headercard
40 x 23 x 10 cm
Outerbox
48 x 36,5 x 26 cm
16 pcs
Power supply 3x AAA batteries not included.
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AGE 0M+

Suzy the shusher

PORTABLE BABY SOOTHER
6 CALMING SOUNDS

SSHHH …SSHHH
Doctor proven technique
to stop babies from crying
Help your baby to fall asleep with one of
the 6 different pre-programmed melodies,
like shushing, heartbeat sound or white noise.
These sounds mimick the sound from the
womb and will calm them down and stop
them from crying. A doctor proven technique.
6 Soothing melodies
Play soothing melodies while dropping
off to sleep: shushing, heartbeat sound,
white noise, lounge, ocean and lullabies.
Auto shut-off
The sound will automatically shut off
after 20 minutes.
Cry sensor
Automatically reactivates last played
settings when your baby starts crying.

zazu-kids.com

Choose your own volume
Set the volume to your preferred level.

SSHHH …SSHHH
Doctor proven technique
to stop babies from crying

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
9 x 9 x 3,5 cm
Doosje
12 x 16 x 5 cm
Outerbox
24 pcs
Power supply 3x AAA batteries not included.

ZA-SUZY-01
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AGE 0M+

Dex the dog, Liz the lamb and Don the donkey

BABY SLEEP SOOTHER
WITH HEARTBEAT SOUND

A soft toy comforter, that calms and soothes
your newborn baby by mimicking a mum’s
heartbeat. Operated by 3x AAA batteries.
6 Different sounds
Heartbeat sound, white noise, nature sounds
and 3 traditional lullabies.
Activate by shaking
No need to switch ON the music, just shake
and he will start playing the last chosen song.

6 Melodies to comfort and soothe
your baby back to sleep

Timer with auto shut-off
After 10 minutes the sound will automatically
switch off.
Switches on if your baby starts crying
The cry sensor automatically reactivates last
played settings when your baby starts crying.

zazu-kids.com

Choose your own volume
You can set the volume to your preferred level.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
36 x 19 x 13 cm
Packaging
31 x 14 x 16 cm, GW 0,6 kg
Outerbox
8 pcs
Power supply 3x AAA batteries not included.

Dex the dog

Liz the lamb

Don the donkey

ZA-DEX-01

ZA-LIZ-01

ZA-DON-01
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AGE 0M+

Zoë the penguin

SOUND MACHINE
WITH WIRELESS SPEAKER AND NIGHTLIGHT

A sound machine, wireless speaker and
nightlight in one. Great for bedroom, stroller
and travel. Operated by a rechargeable
battery and charged with USB cable.
5 Pre-set melodies
Heartbeat sound, white noise, nature sound,
lounge music and 3 soothing lullabies.
Soothing nightlight
Zoë’s head can light up, with 2 brightness
settings.

Comfort your baby with music
and light wherever you go

Wireless speaker
Play unlimited music or stories via
the wireless speaker.
Auto shut-off
Switches OFF automatically after 20 minutes.
Activates automatically upon crying
The cry sensor will automatically reactivates
last played settings when your baby starts
crying.

ZA-ZOË-01
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ZA-ZOË-02

ZA-ZOË-03

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
17 x 5 x 10 cm
Packaging
12 x 9 x 19 cm
Outerbox
12 pcs
Light
LED
Power supply	Rechargeable battery
and USB cable included.
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AGE 0M+

6 Melodies to comfort and
soothe your baby back to sleep

Coco the koala and Bibi the bunny

BABY SLEEP
SOOTHER
WITH HEARTBEAT SOUND

A musical soft toy, that calms and soothes
your newborn baby by mimicking a mum’s
heartbeat. Operated by 3x AAA batteries
(not included).
6 Different sounds
Heartbeat sound, white noise, nature sounds
and 3 soothing lullabies.
Activate by shaking
No need to switch ON the music, just shake
and he will start playing the last chosen song.
Timer with auto shut-off
After 10 minutes the sound will automatically
switch off.
Switches on if your baby starts crying
The cry sensor automatically reactivates last
played settings when your baby starts crying.

zazu-kids.com

Choose your own volume
You can set the volume to your preferred level.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
19 x 12 x 13 cm
Packaging
14 x 11 x 19 cm
Outerbox
12 pcs
Power supply 3x AAA batteries not included.

Coco the koala

Bibi the bunny

ZA-COCO-01

ZA-BIBI-01
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SOFT TOYS
Lovely furry friends!

zazu-kids.com

Timo the toucan
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AGE 0M+

Chloe the cat and Timo the toucan

If you are happy
and you know it
clap your hands!

CLAPPING SOFT TOY
WITH SINGING AND INTERACTIVE CLAPPING

Your little one will love to play with Timo
or Chloe: clapping hands together while
singing a song.
Press the left foot
Sing along: ‘If you are happy and you
know it clap your hands’ and clap your
hands together.

Press left foot
for music

Press right foot
to play the clapping game

Press the right foot
Play the interactive clapping game
while singing ‘Clap clap clap your hands,
clap your little hands!’

zazu-kids.com

If you are happy and you know it
clap your hands
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Chloe the cat

Timo the toucan

ZA-CHLOE-01

ZA-TIMO-01

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
16 x 16 x 30 cm
Packaging
16 x 12 x 24 cm
Outerbox
35,5 x 25,5 x 50 cm
8 pcs
Power supply 3x AA batteries not included
Language
English
57

AGE 0M+

Danny the dog

PEEK-A-BOO SOFT TOY
WITH FLAPPING EARS AND SOUND

Keep your little one entertained by singing or
playing Peek-a-Boo with Danny the dog.
Your little one will love it and will try
to play along by copying the moves.
Press the left foot
Danny will sing the song ‘Do your ears hang
low’ and flap his ears on the rhythm.
Press the right foot
Danny will start playing the Peek-a-Boo
game by covering his ears and saying:
‘Where are you...?
Peek-a-Boo, I see you’.

Do your ears hang low?
Do they wobble to and fro?
Can you tie ‘em in a knot?
Can you tie ‘em in a bow?

zazu-kids.com

Press left foot
for music

Danny the dog
ZA-DANNY-01
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Press right foot
to play Peek-a-Boo

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
16 x 16 x 30 cm
Packaging
16 x 16 x 24 cm
Outerbox
8 pcs
Power supply 3x AA batteries not included
Language
English
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AGE 0M+

Dexy the dog, Lizzy the lamb and Donny the donkey

PACIFIER HOLDER

No more lost or dirty pacifiers! With these
super soft buddies your pacifier is easy
to find and stays clean.
Pacifier holder
Dexy, Lizzy or Donny can easily be attached
to nearly any pacifier. The soft fabrics keep
your baby entertained and the legs perfectly
fit in little hands.

No more lost
or dirty pacifiers!

zazu-kids.com

Pacifier not included.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Product
17 x 10 x 6 cm
Packaging
20 x 6 x 12 cm
Outerbox
24 pcs

Dexy the dog

Lizzy the lamb

Donny the donkey

ZA-DEXY-01

ZA-LIZZY-01

ZA-DONNY-01
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Adjustable
brightness

Analogue and
digital time display

Countdown timer

Multi colour

Auto shut-off

Wireless speaker

Alarmclock

Nightlight

SLEEPTRAINERS
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ids
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Moving projection

Multi colour

Heartbeat sound

Cry sensor

Auto shut-off

Soothing melodies

Nightlight

PROJECTORS

Sound machine

Cry sensor

Multi colour

Auto shut-off

Adjustable
brightness

Torch

Reading light

NIGHTLIGHTS
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Soothing melodies

Heartbeat sound

Cry sensor

Auto shut-off

Wireless speaker

Nightlight

Shusher

Voice recording

SOUND MACHINES

Bruno and
Phoebe

Felix, Robin
and Becky
Suzy

Dex, Liz
and Don

Zoë

Coco and Bibi
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